1. Preventative Analytics

Companies need to look toward the future, and a shift toward leading indicators and analytics is how.

2. Start Automating

Automation can alert safety departments when employees or processes at any site are non-compliant or even surface real-time feedback from frontline workers about potential issues.

3. Mobile First Everything

When you digitize and standardize the documentation of safety by removing paper forms, users have immediate, offline access to forms, which they can quickly fill out on their mobile devices.

4. Implement Wearable Tech

These products can reduce injuries and provide information about productivity and workplace safety.

5. Mix-Up Safety Training

Learners experience greater knowledge retention with interactive training over watching old videos or listening to a lecture.

6. Collaborate & Enable

Set teams up for success by ensuring there are collaborative tools and processes in place.

7. Active Listening

By actively listening, you can be proactive rather than reactive when it comes to your safety efforts.

8. Sustainable Safety

Improve sustainability efforts by digitizing safety programs that eliminate single-use paper and consider environmental impact when making PPE selections.

9. Invest in Smart PPE

Keep employees safe by investing in the proper PPE.

10. Celebrate Wins

Reward good safety. Consider an incentive or recognition program.

Find out more at: www.anvl.com
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